STANDING FROM LEFT : GUEST OF HONOUR LT COL AJAY DHAWAN, COMMANDING OFFICER, 1 (TN) ARMD SQN NCC; DR. N. DURAIHANDIAN, PRINCIPAL, VELAMMAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE; CHIEF GUEST COL K. P. HEBBAR, GROUP COMMANDER, MADRAS A GROUP NCC; GUEST OF HONOUR LT COL K. N. SURESH KUMAR, COMMANDING OFFICER, 29 (AN) BN NCC; LT R. CHEZHIAN, ASSOCIATE NCC OFFICER-ARMY WING, VEC; SUB LT JAYAKUMAR, ASSOCIATE NCC OFFICER, NAVY, VEC
S. MARTIN RAJ-RDC 2014, CIVIL IV YEAR BEING FELICITATED BY COL K.P. HEBBAR, GROUP COMMANDER, MADRAS GROUP ‘A’ NCC
V, PRASANNA - ALLINDIA MOUNTAINEERING, III YR OF EEE DEPT BEING FELICITATED BY COL. K. P. HEBBAR, GROUP COMMANDER, MADRAS GROUP ‘A’ NCC

THE CHIEF GUEST COL. K. P. HEBBAR RANK PROMOTING CPL SRUTHI RAVIKUMAR, ECE II YR AS CADET UNDER OFFICER FOR THE TRAINING YEAR 2016-17.

CDT D. VIJAY, PROD IIYR BEING PROMOTED AS CORPORAL BY THE GUEST OF HONOUR LT COL AJAY DHAWAN, COMMANDING OFFICER, 1 (TN) ARMD SQN NCC.
THE GUEST OF HONOUR LT COL K.N.SURESH KUMAR, COMMANDING OFFICER, 29 (AN) BN NCC RANK PROMOTING CDT V, ARAVIND, MECH II YR AS LANCE CORPORAL

CADETS TAKING OATH AFTER RANK PROMOTION
LT R CHEZHIAN, ASSOCIATE NCC OFFICER, VELAMMAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE SPEAKS ABOUT THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF VEC NCC ARMY WING

LT R CHEZHIAN, ASSOCIATE NCC OFFICER HONOURING THE CHIEF GUEST COL K.P. HEBBAR, GROUP COMMANDER, MADRAS GROUP ‘A’ NCC
THE GUEST OF HONOUR LT COL AJAY DHAWAN, COMMANDING OFFICER, I (TN) ARMD SQN NCC GIVING AWAY THE SEMINAR

CHIEF GUESTCOL K.P. HEBBAR, GROUP COMMANDER, MADRAS GROUP ‘A’ NCC ADDRESSING THE GATHERING
VEC NCC ARMY GUARDS HONOURING THE CHIEF GUEST COL K.P. HEBBAR, GROUP COMMANDER, MADRAS GROUP ‘A’ NCC.

CDT ABINAYA, ECE I YR BRIEFING THE FLAG AREA
DISPLAY OF ARTWORKS BY L/CPL SWETHA, ECE II YR AND AWARDS, TROPHIES WON BY VEC NCC ARMY IN VARIOUS INTERCOLLEGIATE COMPETITIONS

SAFETY WEEK EVENT